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SeaQuest – Drell-Yan experiment at FNAL



The inner structure of the nucleon
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bound state of the strong interaction

SeaQuest – Drell-Yan experiment at FNAL
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Fundamental (electro-weak) processes

● measure all processes to disentangle distribution (f) and 
fragmentation (D) functions

● measure as many hadron species H, h as possible to
disentangle quark flavors q 05

semi-inclusive DIS e+e- annihilation Drell-Yane+e- annihilation

QCD factorization theorem



The Drell-Yan process

Muon Pairs in the mass range 1 < mμμ < 6.7 GeV have been observed in
collisions of high-energy protons with uranium nuclei. At an 
incident energy of 29 GeV, the cross section varies smoothly as
dσ/dmμμ ≈ 10-32 / mμμ

5 cm2 (GeV/c)-2 and exhibits no resonant
structure.  The total cross section increases by a factor of 5 as the
proton energy rises from 22 to 29.5 GeV.
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A laboratory for sea quarks

 The Drell-Yan process

x
target

x
beam

beam: valence quarks at high-x
target: sea quarks at intermediate-x
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fixed target + forward spectrometer

→ xF = xb – xt > 0

beam

target



Complementary processes
Deep-inelastic scattering Drell-Yan scattering
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              : unique sensitivity to sea quarks
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The Drell-Yan adventure: 

The global investigation of the 
nucleon's quark-gluon structure 

is a very active field.
 

Drell-Yan measurements are
the missing component in the 

global PDF analysis.  



The nucleon sea
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● atomic physics: relatively minor role of
particle-antiparticle pairs

● hadronic physics: 

● large strong coupling strength αs

● quark-antiquark pairs are readily
produced in strong interactions

● integral part of nucleon's structure

● first evidence for nucleon sea: structure
functions continue to rise as x → 0

● assumptions in earliest parton models: 

● proton sea assumed to be SU(3)
flavor symmetric

● comparable masses for u and d

● nearly up-down flavor symmetric
nucleon sea

valence quark distributions
not flavor symmetric

xS = 2x (u + d)

valence quark distributions
not flavor symmetric



Seminal result by NMC
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● Gottfried integral IG in DIS: 

● derived assuming charge symmetry (CS) at the partonic level: 

up(x) = dn(x), up(x) = dn(x), dp(x) = un(x), dp(x) = un(x)

● New Muon Collaboration (NMC) at CERN: 

● Possible interpretation from the NMC result: 

● unusual behavior of the parton distributions at unmeasured small x region

● violation of CS at partonic level

● d(x) ≠ u(x) 

  d(x) = u(x) → IG = ⅓  

  IG = 0.235 ± 0.026 < ⅓  



Experimental evidence for d(x) ≠ u(x) 
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forward rapidity region:

E866 at FNAL: 
800 GeV proton beams

NA51  at CERN: 
450 GeV proton beams



Implications of d(x) / u(x) asymmetry
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● many theoretical models have been proposed to explain d(x) / u(x) asymmetry:

● most of these models emphasize the important contribution of meson cloud to
nucleon’s sea quark content: 

+ Pauli-blocking
(however, too
small)

+ instanton 
model

dominant
configuration

less probable
configuration

x < 0.25:
successful
explanation

x > 0.3:
turn over (if
confirmed)
challenges model



SeaQuest: d(x)/ u(x) at high x

 Global NLO
PDF fit

 SeaQuest:
Syst. ~ 1%

 extend
measurement
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Nucleons embedded in nuclei
● Do nucleons change their internal properties when embedded in

a nucleus? Is confinement influenced by the nuclear medium?

● Do quarks and gluons play any role in the understanding
of nuclear forces?
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Nuclear dependence in               

 shadowing

  no 
antishadowing

antiquark feature?

valence quark effect?
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The inner structure of a nucleus

● nuclear force mediated by meson exchange 

● Where are the nuclear pions?

 no antiquak
enhancement

 large effects to 
antiquark PDF predicted 

as x increases
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The Lam-Tung relation

● angular dependence of the Drell-Yan cross-section:

● Lam-Tung relation:  
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Angular dependence in             
● measurement in pion DY and proton DY: 

● Collinear PDF: only higher order gluon emission can
generate deviations   
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The Boer-Mulders function
● transverse-momentum dependent PDF: 

● chiral odd, rather exotic in being naive-time-reversal-odd    

↔ initial (Drell-Yan) and final state (SIDIS) interactions 

→ single-spin asymmetries

● challenging the concept of factorization and universality
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The SeaQuest mission
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What is the structure of the nucleon?

● What is d / u?

● What are the origins of the sea quarks?

● What is the high-x structure of the proton?

● How are quark spin and orbital motion correlated?

● What is the structure of nucleonic matter?

● Where are the nuclear pions?

● Is antishadowing a valence effect?

● Do partons lose energy in cold nuclear matter?

● Do dark photons couple to a dilepton pair (E1067)?

● Answers from SeaQuest: 

● significant increase in physics reach

● unique access to sea quarks at high-x



    The SeaQuest 
experiment



Fermilab (FNAL)
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SeaQuest



The SeaQuest Experiment
– continuing a series of high-mass dilepton experiments at FNAL

Spectrometer

reused and recycled
components

selected updates: new drift
chambers, PMT bases for
high-rate capability, beam
diagnostics, trigger
redesign, ...

Target Table

liquid target flasks: 

H2, D2

solid state targets: 

C, Fe, W

empty flask, no target

moves between spills

Proton Beam

slow extraction from MI

6x1012 protons / s for ~4s
spills each minute

beam energy: E-866: 800
GeV → E-906: 120 GeV

→ 50x luminosity as E-866
(for same spectrometer rate)
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Spill Structure
large variations in instantaneous beam intensity → high hit occupancy

beam-line Cherenkov monitor for beam diagnostics:

8-stage PMT
x20 NDF

Ar/CO2 radiator QIE board 

→ beam diagnostics: measurement of RF-bucket by RF-bucket intensity
→ trigger inhibit: veto on single RF buckets as a function of intensity, 
                              ½ beam inhibited due to 10x expected beam/RF-bucket
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The SeaQuest spectrometer
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The SeaQuest spectrometer
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The SeaQuest Spectrometer (arXiv:1706.09990)

 
 spectrometer

magnet

 focusing magnet

 hadron absorber
beam dump

hodoscope, 
tracking

~25m
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 hadron absorber

proton

beam



Data taking (completed)
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Old Station 1 chamber New Station 1 chamber



Status of the analysis
● first preliminary physics results at APS April meetings 2015 and 2016

● track and dimuon reconstruction (from early Run II data sample):

050531

no acceptance correction

dimuon events from target dimuon events from dump

no acceptance correction

reasonable MC description of the mass dependence of the acceptance



Preliminary result on d(x) / u(x)
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Run IV/V: new front chamber

→ physics reach to x < 0.45

corrected for rate-dependent effects

(tracking efficiency, empty target correction)

no nuclear corrections



Preview on nuclear dependence
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not corrected for (kinematic-dependent) rate-dependent effects



The Drell-Yan adventure
of the future: 

The global investigation of the 
nucleon's quark-gluon structure 

is a very active field.
 

Polarized Drell-Yan measurements are
the missing component in the 

global TMD analysis.  



Polarized Drell-Yan measurements
● pioneering analysis of TMDs in (polarized) SIDIS: 

● 3D-densities in momentum space

● spin-orbit correlations within the nucleon

● possible link to orbital angular momentum contribution to proton
spin? 

● complementary information from polarized Drell-Yan:

● missing piece in the global TMD analysis

● verify sign change of Sivers TMD: “Test unique QCD predictions
for relations between single-transverse spin phenomena in p-p
scattering and those observed in deep-inelastic scattering.”
(NSAC Milestone HP13 (2015))

● TMDs for sea quarks 

● polarized Drell-Yan measurements at:

COMPASS II, RHIC Spin, polarized SeaQuest 35



Planned Drell-Yan experiments

36



Reestablishing spin at Fermilab
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● E-1039: SeaQuest with polarized target 

● sensitive to Sivers TMD for sea quarks

● hint for substantial role of sea quark
Sivers effect in HERMES data

● LANL and UVa provide polarized
proton (NH3) target

● DOE NP provides 2M$ for installation
and running of E-1039

● production running as early as FY19

● E-1027: SeaQuest with polarized beam

● Stage-1 approval

● sensitive to beam valence quarks at
high-x

● large effects → sign, size, and maybe
shape of Sivers TMD

2 years 

1 year 



The polarized beam project
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one Siberian Snake in Main Injector

one solenoid snake in Recycler Ring

collaboration with A. Belov & Dubna 

design by SPIN@Fermi collaborationcost estimate: 10 million USD

collaboration with A. Belov & Dubna 

start after SeaQuest with polarized target 

support by FNAL AD

mailto:SPIN@Fermi


Polarized Drell-Yan experiments

beam polarization favored physics goals

type beam target quarks Sivers TMD Lsea

sign
change

size shape

COMPASS II pion   valence    

E-1039 proton   sea    
E-1027 proton   valence    

Beyond proton   valence
+ sea

helicity, transversity,
 and other TMDs

39



The SeaQuest missionThe SeaQuest mission

unique laboratory for sea quarks at high-x

→ structure of nucleons and nucleonic matter 

physics running from FY14 - FY17

→ first preliminary results shown at APS2016

→ first publications in preparation

polarized Drell-Yan measurements

→ missing piece in the global spin program

→ SeaQuest with polarized target funded
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